"It's time for revelations.
That's why it's so important for you to do the research. As the great
revelation continues, the slow drops of information that have
seeped in are replaced by a flood of truth.

Your job is to spread this truth among those around you, among
those who turn to you for help.

There will be more chaos. The light is working very hard right now.
Many of the dark leaders have capitulated and are actually working
for the light.

This doesn't seem obvious, since their mission now is to behave so
illogically and insanely that even those souls who are deeply

involved in the fake story of the mainstream news must have
suspicions about the information being fed.
What will happen next?
The old system must collapse before the new one can rise from the
ashes. The lockdown will continue and will increase. This has
nothing to do with the virus.

There's a lot going on behind the scenes. There are arrests, new

ones ahead. The Light Alliance wants to protect you while this is

happening. If the situation was normal and you all went about your
business, dark in your desperation, could cause a lot of damage,
many deaths would be caused by false flags, shootings, and
terrorist activities.

So don't be surprised by everything that happens, the talk of
viruses, vaccines, alien invasions, terrorist riots in cities will

continue and intensify. In some places, there will be troops on the
streets.

You are safe in your homes. Be calm.
Trust the plan.
Great times are ahead.
Let's turn to your beautiful future. What will be waiting for you when
you move into a new reality? Indeed, you find yourself in an
incredible time.
Your water and food will no longer be poisoned. Only from this your
health will improve exponentially. You will all become vegetarians
and enjoy the feeling of well-being.
Planet Earth will be cleansed of the pollution and debris it has

encountered. The flowers will become more colorful. The sky will
become a brighter blue. The birds will sing more beautifully. The

oceans will become clean, the fish will be reborn. The rivers will flow
now in a rapid stream.
The medical system will be removed. Healthcare will indeed become
a health service as the truth about medicines becomes apparent.

The old system of making money from radiation, chemotherapy,

drugs and surgeries, as well as regular medical examinations with
their many expensive and invasive tests, will disappear.
There will be healing machines that will scan the human body and
vibrationally evaluate, as well as heal any ailments. Cancer will no
longer be a force, because its cause will be eliminated, and its lifedraining treatment will no longer be needed.

The drug trade and human trafficking will cease as humanity takes
responsibility for its own destiny. Traditional doctors will be

replaced by natural healers and shamans, who have so far been

suppressed by those in power. You will be healers and shamans
yourself.
Holistic energy healing is in our future."
"...new technologies will flood the market. Many new inventions
have been made and patented in recent years. They were stolen and
suppressed by the authorities. Now they will be opened and
activated.

Gasoline-powered cars will be a thing of the past. Tesla's new ecofriendly technologies are already available and in production. Thus,
air travel will also change a lot for the better. No more endless

queues at airports, no more security checks. No more piling up like
sardines on cramped seats.

There will be no more expensive electricity. Free Tesla magnetic

energy will be available to everyone. Each house will have its own
car with free electricity.
For a while, language will continue to be the main means of
communication. However, we will increasingly be telepaths and will
be able to read each other's minds.
Dishonesty, deception and fraud will gradually become a thing of
the past.
The government as we know it will end. The bloated bureaucracy
created to control and restrict us will be dismantled. The petty

bureaucrats, rules and regulations that we suffered from will no
longer exist. The representatives who make our laws will be

appointed by frequency of love, talent, and ability, not by degree
and diploma.

The education system will be dismantled. Home schooling will

become an everyday event as families travel the world together to

different countries, learn languages, and absorb different cultures.
Different cultures will be adjacent to each other. The spirit of

camaraderie, love, and laughter will return. Children will learn from
a happy, heartfelt experience, not from memorizing and cold
multiple-choice questions.
History will be rewritten when the truth is known. The history of the
true experience of Mankind will be known to all. And Humanity will
enjoy this knowledge and what they have achieved, living a Human
life.

The financial system will be updated. During the transition period to
the fifth dimension, the money will still be used. But it will be a

gold-plated security paper, not just a paper that can be printed at
will.

Debt forgiveness is in our future. For debt and usury were the tools
of those in power. The income tax will disappear. The government

will be so reduced that it will no longer be a huge drain on finances
as it was before."

